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QUESTION 1

A company has an API to manage departments, with each department identified by a unique deptld. The API was built
with RAML according to MuleSoft best practices. What is valid RAML to specify a method to update the details for a
specific department? 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: D 

URI parameter is basically used to identify a specific resource or resources 

*

 Here we want to update details about specific department, so question is asking \\'How to use URI parameter\\' in
RAML 

*

 Correct answer is 

/departments: 

/{deptId}: 
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patch: 

Reference: https://docs.mulesoft.com/design-center/design-common-problems-raml-10 

 

QUESTION 2

An organization is beginning to follow Mulesoft\\'s recommended API led connectivity approach to use modern API to
support the development and lifecycle of the integration solutions and to close the IT delivery gap. What distinguishes
between how modern API\\'s are organized in a MuleSoft recommended API-led connectivity approach as compared to
other common enterprise integration solutions? 

A. The API interfaces are specified as macroservices with one API representing all the business logic of an existing and
proven end to end solution 

B. The API interfaces are specified at a granularity intended for developers to consume specific aspect of integration
processes 

C. The API implementation are built with standards using common lifecycle and centralized configuration management
tools 

D. The APIO implementations are monitored with common tools, centralized monitoring and security systems 

Correct Answer: B 

Correct answer is The API interfaces are specified at a granularity intended for developers to consume specific aspect
of integration processes 

 

QUESTION 3

What should this endpoint return considering the API is build using standard practices? 

http://dev.acme.com/api/patients?year=2021 

A. Patient with id 2021 

B. Patients from year 2021 

C. No patients 

D. All patients 

Correct Answer: B 

Correct answer is Patients from year 2021. 

The thing to note here is that year is not a query parameter and not the uri parameter. Hence it will filter all the patients
and return the ones for whom year is 2021 

 

QUESTION 4

A Mule application\\'s HTTP Listener is configured with the HTTP protocol. The HTTP listeners port attribute is
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configured with a property placeholder named http.port. The mule application sets the http.port property placeholder\\'s
value to 9090 

The Mule application is deployed to CloudHub without setting any properties in the Runtime manager Properties tab and
a log message reports the status of the HTTP listener after the Mule application deployment completes. 

After the mule applications is deployed, what information is reported in the worker logs related to the port on which the
Mule application\\'s HTTP Listener listens? 

A. The HTTP Listener is listening on port 80 

B. The HTTP Listener is listening on port 9090 

C. The HTTP Listener is listening on port 8081 

D. The HTTP Listener failed to bind to the port and is not listening for connections 

Correct Answer: C 

Cloudhub expose services on port 8081 and override value in http.port with this one . 

Sample log in Runtime Manager is below 21:15:53.148 08/08/2021 Worker-0 ArtifactDeployer.start.01 INFO Listening
for connections on \\'http://0.0.0.0:8081\\' 

 

QUESTION 5

A Database On Table Row listener retrieves data from a CUSTOMER table that contains a primary key userjd column
and an increasing kxjin_date_time column. Neither column allows duplicate values. 

How should the listener be configured so it retrieves each row at most one time? 

A. Set the watermark column to the bgin_date_time column 

B. Set the target value to the last retrieved login_date_time value 

C. Set the target value to the last retrieved user_jd value 

D. Set the watermark column to the user_Id column 

Correct Answer: A 

1.

 Watermark allows the poll scope to poll for new resources instead of getting the same resource over and over again. 

2.

 The database table must be ordered so that the "watermark functionality" can move effectively in the ordered list.
Watermark stores the current/last picked up "record id." 

3.

 If the Mule application is shut down, it will store the last picked up "record id" in the Java Object Store and the data will
continue to exist in the file. This watermark functionality is valuable and enables developers to have increased
transparency. 
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4.

 Developers do not need to create code to handle caching; it is all configurable! 

5.

 There are two columns and both are unique but user_id can\\'t guaranty sequence whereas date_time will always be in
increasing order and table content can easily be ordered on the basis of last processed date_time. So correct answer is:
Set the watermark column to the date_time column 
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